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Correspondent in Las Palmas 

High mountains, deep craters and a Tall Ship 

 

he crew of Zeezwaluw had the privilege to be invited by Marcel for a day out into the 

mountains. They met Marcel in Las Palmas a year ago. He is a fellow Dutch sailor moored in 

the marina too. 

 

At the moment he had his car in Las Palmas, 

therefore a trip into the mountains is easy.  

During their 18-months stay in Las Palmas in 

2012-14, the crew had seen quite a lot of the 

island Gran Canaria. But Marcel promised to visit 

an area they had not been before. 

 

He knows nice hiking tracks as well as special 

views from high altitudes. 

So at an April morning around 10 am, the crew 

was ready to go for a special day. Their 

backpacks were filled with a pick nick lunch 

and coffee, wearing hiking booths and sticks 

in their hands, when Marcel and his dog Iffy 

arrived to pick them up. Marcel drives along 

the north coast of the island, but soon the 

road meanders to the middle part of the 

island along narrow winding roads higher into 

the mountains to Maya. 

Near this little village is a viewpoint beside 

the road overlooking a deep volcanic crater, 

named Caldera Pinos del Geldor. 

As it happened, it was too early to have a 

great view, the crater was still hidden in 

the clouds. 

Suddenly the wind blows away a few 

whips of clouds and unexpectedly we have 

a great view into the crater. 

Back into the car the trip goes further 

along the little mountain villages of 

Fantanales and  Cruz de Tejeda . At Pico 

de las Nieves at an altitude of 1949m we 

have another stop and a coffee break 

while enjoying the scenery overlooking 

Rock Nublo  and in the far distance even 

the Teide at Tenerife. 

 

On goes it again until Marcel stops at the parking place of the museum of Rock Bentayga. First a 

visit to the little museum to learn more about the early Canarians and the way they lived on this 

high Rock. So the backpacks are next to the food, filled with knowledge about this specific rock. 

The sailors have to climb to the top of the rock along a narrow path, which is only for goats they 

assume due to its steepness, (see video). 

 

 

T 

Rock Nublo at Gran Canaria 

& the Teide on Tenerife 

The deep volcanic crater of Pinos del Gelder 

Nothing to see …. 

http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roque_Nublo
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/El_Teide
http://youtu.be/8UD5wLjwBTU
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Luckily they have their sticks (for stabilizing) with them so they succeeded to reach the 

doorstep of the old cave dwellings. 

These caves are not accessible anymore. 

It is too dangerous for the rocks are 

crumbling due to strong winds and 

corrosion.  

 

The scenery is stunning. There, high up on 

the rocks we have our picknick lunch 

before we hike back to the car. 

 

With the hood down, under a clear blue 

sky and a bright sun, Marcel drives along 

a lovely lush part of the island, back to 

the marina. 

This day in the mountains gives the Zeezwaluw crew again a great appetite for hiking trips  at 

the island. So you can expect more hiking adventures in near future! 

 

___/)___ 
 

ay the first was a special day in Las Palmas. Not due to Labour Day festivities but 

mostly to the visit of L´Hermione, the replica of the French Frigate Hermione (1779).  

She makes a 5day stop in Las Palmas on her historical voyage from France to the USA. 

 

The original frigate Hermione was a 12-

pounder Concorde class frigate of the French 

Navy. 

She became famous when she ferried General 

Lafayette to the United States in 1780 for 

extension and spread of the war in the 

American Independence Movements 1754-

1763 on behalf of the French interest. She 

grounded and was wrecked in 1793. For more 

detailed information about the original ship 

click here. 

 

In 1997, the construction of a replica ship started in 

Rochefort, Charente-Maritime in France; the new ship is 

named L´Hermione. 

On the website is more specified information about the 

intensions and which harbour will be visited during her 

voyage along the east coast of the USA.  

 

As true sailors should do during such an event, is to meet 

the visiting Tall Ship when she sails past the breakwaters 

into the harbour and accompany her to her mooring place. 

So they did! 

The crew of Zeezwaluw was picked up by the dinghy of the 

Orion of Aberdeen crew Edwin & Marjo, just in time to see 

L´Hermione passing the breakwaters. The four of them 

welcomed the ship as many other boats did. 

 

M 

Rock Bentayga 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_du_Motier,_Marquis_de_Lafayette
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_du_Motier,_Marquis_de_Lafayette
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_frigate_Hermione_(1779
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_frigate_Hermione_(2014)
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It was a real spectacle and 

a worthy welcome for this 

Tall Ship. Many sailing and 

motor boats of different 

Nationalities bursting with 

happy people, were out to 

welcome her, some dressed 

with flags others just 

blowing horns and waving. 

The little boats like 

dinghies were allowed to get 

very close to L´Hermione hence were able to make beautiful pictures and a movie. 

 

The aft of the ship was stunning as was her bow. Once in the main harbour, the in authentic 

uniform dressed crew of L´Hermione fired a salute of her portside guns, luckily with blanks. The 

police and governmental boats were there for the fun too, not to “police” all the boats to stay at 

a distance.  

But every boat kept her distance from 

the 2 tugboats. They were spraying with 

2 hugh water cannons each. One is leading 

while the other is at the rear of the 

gathered boats. 

 

At the end of the harbour, L´Hermione 

had to turn to get to her space at the 

quay. Watching the propeller wash it 

became clear that it was a real replica. As 

the original L´Hermione she had no bow 

thruster so a tugboat was giving a little 

assistance to get her around. 

 

While she was turning, the hugh bowsprit was high above the Orion dinghy so the crews could 

make close-up pictures of her impressive figurehead. As soon as the mooring lines were attached 

to the quay, lots of people were queuing to have a look at L’Hermione her deck. 

 

L´Hermione stayed 5 days in Las Palmas for public relations as well as storing provisions before 

crossing the Atlantic Ocean to visit the many harbours along the east coast of the USA. The 

last port will be Maine on Bastille Day, which is July the 14th. Thereafter L´Hermione will return 

via Halifax to France. 

 

___/)___ 

http://youtu.be/7Vh1roW9WKY

